Abstract. The purpose of this study, the most commonly used around us, and in the elevator system, SMS technology. Emergency management office and security room received signal incident occurred in the floor of the elevator passengers to quickly pinpoint the structure and development was designed to be. Is connected to the server via Ethernet in the server management system is registered by sending SMS to the mobile phone of the person concerned and where the Internet is difficult to install a wireless modem to connect to the server by installing wired and wireless.
Introduction
Emergency calls SMS mobile phone users call the system without the need for additional equipment, the extra 80 characters that can be sent in a short sentence letter service. The rapid spread of mobile phone text service spread population is growing rapidly. Unlike e-mail sent at the same time and when the information can be passed because it is used a lot of SMS. Therefore, SMS using the emergency managers, engineers and officials immediately notified for the fastest time to take action within the means that allows the system. [1] Such a system as shown in Fig. 1 , the safety of passengers in case of accident and emergency calls [2] [3] quickly is the goal, so that it can be. During cases of emergency in an closed/sealed room such as an elevator it is difficult for a person to call for help using their mobile phone due to electromagnetic shielding effects. Even though there is an emergency call button on the elevator, the call is only directed to the maintenance, security center. There is a great chance that the emergency call might not be heard if there is no one in the centers. Because of these problems, technology is being developed so that random people around the area during an accident can hear the cry of help. SMS can be sent to people on the list of mobile phones through the Ethernet which transmits by logging into the server of the management system. In places where internet can't be installed a wireless modem can be installed and through that the SMS can be sent. 
System configuration
The operation of the elevator in the building when the alarm signal at 6, 12V is the voltage of the incoming security room ring the intercom. However, the reality of our country from the security' labor costs due to the majority of job layoffs, and environmental clean-up costs in addition to services are performed at the same time. Thus, the security at the emergency alarm is easy to operate even if the security at the top of the flashing light, to security, because there are many places to install. In the case of new apartments in the security room and management room alarm signals all work, but the person receiving the action taken to contact the rapid action takes time and if there is no accident in the elevator in the elevator of the apartment who is engulfed in fear. To solve this problem, as shown in Fig. 2 SMS emergency calls transmission system was constructed. Event of an accident, the passenger elevator pressing the emergency bell and SMS notification system personnel to handle the accident was received.
In case of emergency call signal on the intercom and security signal detection and signal management room of the elevator intercom line connected to the management room is connected to the master board is to give the signal to. Master Board through the Ethernet board to connect to a server that is registered on the server will be sending SMS messages to stakeholders. Of course, the traditional intercom and separate actions are completely independent.
Existing facilities as much as possible without touching the existing facilities of the developed system is to install an additional. The development comes as a checkpoint or management room of the elevator bell signals the controller to accept second use to develop and security posts to gather in the management room from the management room to build a comprehensive management utility controller.
Fig. 3. SMS transmission system.
As shown in Fig. 3 SMS delivery system that is installed in the management room connected to the router to inform the emergency signal transmission device via SMS wired Ethernet or wireless Ethernet connection to the server, and the server through your server has built a Windows environments. [4] [5] Once connected to a server that is party to sending a text message. If such an event occurs on the server, and the administrator of this information into a database through the statistical occurrence Axis can be a problem to predict future occurrences and can be managed. As shown in Fig. 4 , the elevator emergency call transmission system in order to develop SMS coming from the elevator bell signals the checkpoint separating the two bell to send the signal to the management room to paste the tag line by line. If wired Ethernet through each checkpoint coded bell signals via a serial communications, 232 are connected to the server via Ethernet. The database on the server by sending SMS to CDMA [6] officials are shipped via. Similarly, in the case of wireless Ethernet coded each checkpoint of Bell 232 serial communication signals through the wireless Ethernet communication by letter is sent to the server is connected. Fig. 4 . Transmission System Schematic.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed an short message service transmission system, as well as a elevator emergency system where all can be installed. The two occupants of the elevator to minimize anxiety and to improve the quality of service requirements should be high. Digital electronic circuit design technology and high-performance micro-processor technology was applied. Through this study, the prevalence of mobile phone text service spread rapidly and the population is growing rapidly. Thus, by applying the results of this study require emergency call system can be applied to various kinds.
